

Breatnach (Pádraig A.) (hon.)

Classifications:

• A 5.1: Festschriften and miscellanies: Festschriften, memorial volumes


Suggests that in a syntactic group of two stressed words where the first one has lost its stress due to (primary or secondary) proclisis nasalization could be transferred to the anlaut of the final word carrying the main stress, arguably already in the Old Irish period (cf. L. Breatnach in SaG §4.15).

19145. Mac Gearailt (Uáitéar): Notes on the transmission of Mesc a Ulad.


19147. Ó Néill (Pádraig P.): St. Abbán’s charm.


Identifies an entry in Irish (‘uersas ibernicus’) in MS Cambridge, Corpus Christi 405, with an Irish complete embedded in the Latin text of Vita St. Abbani; with a discussion of its original context and the motivation for its inclusion in the Cambridge compilation. Incl. facsimile.


Examines the poem Mór cóir cháich ar chrích Laigkion, and argues that its composer derived (directly or indirectly) much of its historical and genealogical materials from entries in the Book of Leinster (Lechta Curn again, Echta Lagen fo Leith Cúain and Secht níbímnend tuig Brandub for Brega).


19150. Ó Cathasaigh (Tomás): Dubthach’s laíd in Táin bó Cúailnge.
   Proposes a revision of Cecile O’Rahilly’s interpretation and translation of the
   laíd (beg. Atmaid nád chúalaid co sse) based on a detailed analysis of the text.

19151. Kelly (Fergus): Dance in pre-Norman Ireland.
   Discusses the question of the practice of dance in Early Christian Ireland.

19152. McLaughlin (Roisin): A Latin-Irish commentary on Psalm 68.10.
   Edited from RIA 3 B 23; with analysis, English translation and linguistic notes.

19153. Bretnach (Caoimhín): The transmission of the earliest recension of
   Acallam na senórach.

19154. Ó Hánlaí (Cathal): Apalóg ón bhFiannaíocht.

19155. Griffin-Wilson (Margo): Fear Feara O’n Cháinte’s petition for
   reconciliation.
   Edition of a c. 1600 petition poem (26 qq.) addressed (possibly) to Tomás Mac
   Muiris (18th Lord Kerry and Baron of Lixnaw; †1630). Text normalised from
   RIA 23 D 4; with English transl., textual apparatus and linguistic notes.

19156. Ó Macháin (Pádraig): Dán le Tadhg Dall Ó hUiginn.
   Edition of an acephalous poem beg. […] gach beannacht / Do bhí re n-
   òidhnaibh más fior (33 qq., defective); from MS NLS 72.1.44, with English
   transl. and linguistic notes.

19157. Ó Riain (Gordon): Aistí meadarachta in Irish grammatical tracts V.

19158. Sharpe (Richard): Franciscan copies of Lucerna fidelium. Lóchrann na
   gceadhmheach in Ireland.

19159. Ní Mhurchú (Síle): Fuaras frith is misde mhé: aisling ghrá.

19160. Ó Murchú (Liam P.): Is tórmach ceatha: Dáibhí Ó Bruadair a chum, 1693.
19161. Ní Úrdail (Meidh bhún): _An t-ár agus an t-o/cms_: a Clare scribe’s response to the great Famine.

19162. Ó Driscooil (Próinsias): An Irish-speaking district in the Kilkenny barony of Gowran.

19163. Ua Súilleabháin (Seán): _Scéal an Tí Dhóite_.


19165. Watson (Seosamh): Boats, bibles and boyans: Gaelic language and lore in Easter Ross.